RAUL
HUELAMO
From Madrid (Spain)
Born 11-05-1991

SUMMARY
I am Spanish entrepreneur & freelance full-stack developer based in Amsterdam. I have
wide command of HTML, CSS, Javascript and PHP, and I’m hoping to find an awesome
project in which I can keep developing my coding skills.
I build cross-browser, cross-device, responsive or adaptive websites and web applications;
from scratch or helping to improve existing ones. I love using cutting edge technologies, but
always having an eye on browser support requirements.

Nova Zemblastraat 391
1013RJ, Amsterdam
0031 647 27 50 72
raul@huelamo.info
http://www.huelamo.info

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
CEO, INFLUXER Marketing
Amsterdam, Netherlands — 2016-Present
INFLUXER is an online marketing consultancy, Influencer Marketing implementation and
online content creators representation agency. I created the agency with the goal to meet the
needs of both Brands and Influencers in this new-era social media conversation, connecting
them and their Audience in a straight-forward way.

Full-Stack Web Developer, HuelamoDev
Amsterdam, Netherlands — 2015-Present
HuelamoDev is my first freelancing project in Netherlands. I deliver on-demand web
development and consultancy; building web platforms from scratch and working with existing
codebases.

Lead Front-end Developer, Greenhouse Innovation
Amsterdam, Netherlands — 2013-2016
Greenhouse Innovation is a digital platform creation company, They have created and
maintain, among others, Snipperwall, a social media content hub and display, and Selly, a
CMS-based commercial network for shops and shoppers.
I led the front-end team and succeeded to deliver quality projects and platforms for clients
such as ANWB, CBRE, RWS, AJAX, TEDx, ING or KNVB.

Creative Director, Pedro Pablo Duart European Campaign
Madrid, Spain — 2012-2013
I led the creative team of Pedro Pablo Duart’s political campaign for the National Assembly
of Ecuador in 2013, directing the creation of advertisements, videos and graphic resources
and developing the website of the campaign. Achieved the third place for the Europe, Asia
and Oceania circumscription.

IT Manager, Web developer @ Embassy of Ecuador
Madrid, Spain — 2011-2013
Managed and maintained a big-size computer network and server, used for file sharing,
email server, authentication system and an Apache server for internal applications usage.
Developed their website; designed and developed an intranet web application for the press
department, which management used to manage a newsletter and provide coverage for the
national press about the events of the Embassy.
Designed, developed and implemented the first Ecuadorian migrant census in Spain as an
internal web application for usage in every Consulate of Ecuador in Spain.
Visit my Linkedin page to get more information about my experience
https://www.linkedin.com/in/huelamodev

EDUCATION
University of Alcalá de Henares (Madrid, Spain)
Bachelor Degree of Computer Engineering — 2009, 2010, 2012

University of Alicante (Alicante, Spain)
Bachelor Degree of Computer Engineering — 2011

KEY SKILLS
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

HTML
CSS, SCSS/SASS
Javascript, jQuery, Backbone, Vue.js
Node.js, Express.js, Loopback.io
Grunt, Gulp
Webpack
PHP, Yii, Laravel
Coldfusion, Coldbox
MongoDB, MySQL
Mustache, Handlebars, Jade/Pug
Git, GitFlow

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SKILLS
●
●
●
●
●

Design - image formats & optimisation, pixel-perfect obsession, PSD manipulation.
Photoshop expert; some knowledge in Illustrator, AfterEffects
UX/UI - User flow, interface and experience
Frontend server tools - Environment setup, Apache (routing, URL rewriting, virtual
server and some more configurations), AWS (S3 Buckets, some knowledge about
EC2, auto-scaling groups and load balancers), DNS
Social media APIs - Working with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram APIs; managing
social apps
Collaboration tools - JIRA, Confluence, Slack, Taiga; usage, management and
customisation

SOME MORE INFO ABOUT ME
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Multi-tasking; ambitious
I keep an eye on every stage of the company; see, listen and analyse; then I bring
ideas to the table. I like companies that allow every person to contribute in multiple
areas.
Deliver first, tweak later mentality
Everything can improve, and I’ll find out how; nonconformist.
Do you create proper documentation in the development phase? I’ll love you if you
do so
Quick learner and self taught in most all the areas of my knowledge; I learn by
doing; and I’m willing to do
Lots of experience working with social media; but I’m not really a social media user
Windows, Linux or MAC… but I’m working on Linux these days

THANKS!
Thank you for your interest. If you like what you read, let’s talk!
Give me a call to 0031 647275072, or send me an email to raul@huelamo.info, and we’ll
speak soon.

